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Like the advent of electronically controlled fuel injection, auto manufacturing is about to see a massive shift in how it produces cars. And just as ‘enthusiasts' complained about losing carburetors ...
OPINION: Start Saying Goodbye To The Manual Transmission
Do not confuse the CT4-V Blackwing with the merely warmed-up CT4-V. The Blackwing moniker now stands for what just plain "V" used to: hotted-up and track-ready versions of Cadillac's regular sedans.
2022 Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing First Drive Review: American Performance Keeps the Manual Alive
And yes, journalists have been sounding an alarm about the death of the manual transmission for over a decade now. But as unfavourable as it is, and as alarmist as it sounds, it is time that we all ...
Start saying goodbye to the manual transmission, for real this time
We take a look at the transmission oddballs including the one-off two-pedal Ferrari F40 and a seven-speed C4 Corvette..
Gearbox Goofs: Manual Mercedes SL, Gated-Shift Ferrari With No Clutch, CVT-Equipped F1 Car And More
Remember our coverstory on the epic Bizzarrini 5300 GT? Well, here's your chance to get an even closer look at the car and hear its V8 engine roar. A perfectly restored example just paid Jay Leno's ...
Jay Leno Drives the Bizzarrini 5300 GT, Calls It Automotive Royalty
WHILE SMALL crossovers have been stealing the limelight with one new model launch after another, it’s easy to overlook the genre that shares a crossover’s versatility, while retaining a sports ...
Hatch stuff: Simple but sprightly
Precisely follow the maintenance schedule in the engine’s owner’s manual (including daily and ... such as oil fields or new construction sites. The small size of the Hatz FiPMG allows ...
Diesel Engine Maintenance Tips for Peak Performance
The Driver’s Companion is being launched as part of a pilot program and will be available exclusively on the 2021 Sienna.
Toyota And Google Team Up To Reinvent The Owner’s Manual With “Driver’s Companion” Virtual Assistant
Renault Kiger waiting period increases to 16 weeks. The waiting time for the Renault Kiger has gone up to around 16 weeks. The French brand launched the Kiger in India earlier this year. When launched ...
Renault Kiger Waiting Period Increases: 16-Week Waiting Period For The Small SUV
Destined to be driven, pro-touring cars blend classic style with modern hardware. General Motors program engineering manager Mark Stielow is regarded as the father of this automotive trend, and he’s ...
1968 Chevrolet Camaro With Lingenfelter-Tuned LS7 Engine Is No Grandpa's Car
BLKBOX claims it will close this disconnect. Zia’s big idea is that an automated and intelligent media platform should enable advertisers both to dramatically reduce the ineffic ...
How BLKBOX Plans To Revolutionise Digital Advertising Spending
It’s also somehow proves that my entirely illogical obsession with an obscure Jeep actually somehow changed the world for the better in a small way ... droning on about manual transmission ...
Unbelievably, My Weird Obsession With Manual Jeep Grand Cherokees Just Changed People's Lives
You may well have already read about this engine ... There are now also small auxiliary springs on the rear axle to improve traction. The manual-equipped car is actually 17kg lighter than its ...
991.2 Porsche 911 GT3 manual review
If you’re bidding farewell to internal combustion, say goodbye with a bang. That’s the recipe for the 2022 Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing, anyway, arriving just in time for the automaker to ...
2022 Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing First Drive Review: A Hero’s Farewell
Rear-wheel drive, manual transmission, four-door, all-American driver-focused goodness. Super sedans aren't dead yet.
2022 Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing Reviews Are In and Guess What: People Still Love Big Power and Manual Transmissions
Skoda Australia has increased the pricing of its Scala small hatch, but it comes with a small boost to safety and a new grade for the range.
Skoda updates new Scala small hatch for 2022
Toyota is bringing even more perks to 2021 Sienna owners thanks to the all-new Toyota Driver’s Companion feature in the Toyota App. Powered by G ...
2021 Toyota Sienna Owners Manual Goes Digital
Dremio Cloud leverages a no-copy data architecture that enables analytics users to access data in a data lake without extensive transformation and schema development. A data lake is a centralized data ...
Dremio’s data lake query engine is now a managed cloud service
With a five horsepower, 139cc, durable four-stroke engine, the BAUMR-AG ... If your yard is particularly small, why not save money and space by buying a manual mower? This one from Bosch allows ...
No-fuss lawn mowers for tidy yards
The trim delineates the most driver-oriented Boxsters, with aggressive weight savings and far more athletic hardware—in this case, a lightweight, manual ... with most mid-engine cars, the ...
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